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It’s hard to even guesstimate the number of people, not just in America but around the
world, who feel they are being targeted by space age directed energy mind control weapons
and gangstalked by minions of governments and shady groups for scientiﬁc experiments
and other seedy ends.
The numbers are at least in the hundreds of thousands at this point.
Every once in a while, a little piece of this trend rises to the surface and makes its way into
mainstream headlines, if even at a local level as is the case with the recent news that the
Richmond, California City Council which just passed a resolution “in support of the Space
Preservation Act and the Space Preservation Treaty to permanently ban spaced-based
weapons”.
Via San Jose Mercury News:
Few societal threats escape the watchful eye of the Richmond City Council, so it was no
surprise Tuesday night that it voted its opposition to airborne weapons systems that have
allegedly targeted residents with mind-control technology. You read that correctly.
After a dozen professed victims told of pain suﬀered from chemtrails, particle beams and
electromagnetic radiation, the council voted 5-2 in favor of Councilwoman Jovanka Beckles’
resolution “in support of the Space Preservation Act and the Space Preservation Treaty to
permanently ban spaced-based weapons,” with Mayor Tom Butt and Councilman Vinay
Pimple dissenting. [What unfortunate names…]
“I’m just a dumb city council person,” Butt said, “and this is way, way over my head. I
frankly think it’s way out of the purview of what this city council should be taking up.”
Colleague Nat Bates was more understanding: “I’m going to support the resolution for the
simple reason that we have voted on a lot of dumb ideas.”
With a population of nearly 108,000 people in 2013, Richmond is no small town… and this is
just one example of one town in one state in our country where at least a dozen people felt
the need to speak out about what they believe is happening to them.
While these council members can poke fun and make light of this, guaranteed the people
suﬀering what they believe is never ending electronic harassment by the government don’t
think it’s very humorous at all.
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And the numbers of those people who do believe that appear to be growing exponentially.
The purpose of the Space Preservation Act of 2001, introduced by former U.S.
Representative Dennis Kucinich, was to reaﬃrm it “is the policy of the United States that
activities in space should be devoted to peaceful purposes for the beneﬁt of all mankind.”
The bill would have permanently banned all space-based weapons and the termination of
testing and developing them. It further speciﬁcally deﬁned “weapon” in part as a device
capable of “Inﬂicting death or injury on, or damaging or destroying, a person” via “the use
of land-based, sea-based, or space-based systems using radiation, electromagnetic,
psychotronic, sonic, laser, or other energies directed at individual persons or targeted
populations for the purpose of information war, mood management, or mind control of such
persons or populations.”
It further noted that this would include “exotic weapons systems” such as electronic,
psychotronic, or information weapons; chemtrails; high altitude ultra low frequency weapons
systems; plasma, electromagnetic, sonic, or ultrasonic weapons; laser weapons systems;
strategic, theater, tactical, or extraterrestrial weapons; and chemical, biological,
environmental, climate, or tectonic weapons.
The bill, of course, got lost in committees and never passed. Not that our government would
even bother to pass such a bill in the ﬁrst place as a token gesture, but even if they had,
considering most of the projects listed above are all like top secret or even above top secret
military projects, it wouldn’t have been enforced anyway.
We only hear about some of the space weapons coming out now and then in the news or via
the patent oﬃce, and guaranteed whatever we hear about, you know they likely have
something years more advanced we have no idea about because the American public is on
a need-to-know basis and long ago at least back to the late-1800s when they were
developing and secretly testing electric airships, the government decided we don’t need to
know.
We are currently being told microwave energy weapons are still a “conspiracy theory,” even
as Boeing recently patented a Star Wars-style force ﬁeld capable of “producing a plasma
ﬁeld between the target and the explosion using lasers, electricity and microwaves.”
However, the bottom line here is that so many American citizens are now publicly
complaining of electronic harassment of various types at the hands of our government that
city councils are being forced by their constituency to take up resolutions about it.
The truth cannot be buried forever.
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